COOLSTAIR® steel cage Formwork is built to individual requirements, especially useful where precast is not an option. The staircase cage formwork is made from steel square tubing with meshing made to the exact shape of your required staircase, once installed is then ready for concrete insertion no additional shuttering needed. The formwork remains as part of the structure and indeed makes your staircase stronger /free standing so you can then utilize the space underneath the staircase and is especially useful for intricate staircases of unique designs. We are able to design any shape or size. COOLSTAIR for Stunning designer staircases.

Cost-effective solution for floating concrete staircases

Straight L shape Bifurcated Curved SPIRAL Floating cantilever dog-legged Mono-rail Dual stringer open tread spiral U shaped Profiled

we build a steel mesh cage the exact shape of your required staircase, we install it in place and all your builder needs to do is secure his props, insert his rebar and pour his concrete, no additional shuttering is necessary. The stone in the concrete blocks the holes in the mesh, allowing a slight stipple of concrete through, giving a perfect surface for plastering. The cage remains as part of the structure making your staircase stronger and allowing the space underneath to then be utilized. We install, you can pour the concrete the same day and walk up the staircase the next day and plaster after 3 weeks.
STEEL PERMANENT CAGE FORMWORK FOR immediate EASY POURING OF FAULT FREE
CONCRETE STAIRCASES
NO ADDITIONAL SHUTTERING NECESSARY THE FORMWORK REMAINS AS PART OF THE STRUCTURE
MAKING YOUR STAIRCASE EVEN STRONGER & FLOATING ALLOWING THE SPACE
UNDERNEATH THE STAIRCASE THEN TO BE UTILIZED.

COOSTAIR®
WWW.COOSTAIR.CO.ZA
TEL 0861 782477 MOBILE 073 602 0938 COOLSTAIR@MWEB.CO.ZA
branches throughout South Africa absolutely any shape size or design – 10 days delivery

REMEMBER THIS WAS THE OLD WAY below made from shutter boards
TOOK AGES AND WAS NEVER ACCURATE

DEVELOPED BY COOSTAIR®

THE NEW WAY TO BUILD CONCRETE STAIRCASES BY COOSTAIR®

PERMANENT STEEL CAGE FORMWORK FOR IMMEDIATE POURING OF THE MOST STUNNING DESIGNER STAIRCASES OF ANYSHAPE
SIZE DESCRIPTION Our formwork is made from steel square tubing and meshing
effective formwork quality COST EFFECTIVE PRICES and the absolutely the best service is guaranteed
STAIRCASE CAGE INSTALLED SAME DAY CAN INSERT REBAR & POUR CONCRETE 14 DAYS LATER PLASTER

INDEPENDENT ENGINEERS BRING UNDER ATTENTION THAT THE ABOVE IS A STRUCTURAL SOLUTION THAT CONFORMS TO
SABS0100 (REINFORCED CONCRETE) AND THEREFORE NO PATENT CAN BE REGISTERED ON SUCH STRUCTURAL SOLUTION

Cost effective pricing structure WE ARE ABLE TO DESIGN AND FABRICATE ANY SHAPE SIZE OR DESIGN